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Editorial
Laura Rance-Unger

Processing change
One thing you get used to after working
in the publishing business as long as I
have, is change.
It’s our constant companion, either
staring us in the face or breathing down
our necks. How we deal with change sets
our future course.
This has been top of mind for me as
Food in Canada prepares to celebrate its
80th anniversary this summer.
Thanks to the efforts of the creative
and sales teams that have gone before,
the book you hold in your hands today
bears little resemblance to the book that
was first published in 1938. In fact,
it’s remarkably different to the Food in
Canada of a decade ago, both in the
scope and focus of its coverage.
That’s a good thing. The converging
forces of consumer preferences,
technology and globalization have
caused, and will continue to cause
seismic shifts in the landscape in which
we all operate.
Few of us predicted the shift to online
food purchases and the implications for
ingredients sourcing, processing, and
packaging. Heightened awareness around
food safety, the cost and availability
of labour, and pure economics is
driving the shift to robotics. And with

mechanization comes the ongoing
requirement for maintenance.
Canadian food processors are typically
smaller than their global competitors,
but they have access to high quality
ingredients and they operate in a
regulatory environment that instills a
sense of trust and reliability. Of course,
that doesn’t supplant the need for scale
and productivity.
A recent University of Guelph study
found companies that export are eight
per cent more productive than those that
focus only on the domestic market.
As for investment in innovation, this
research showed that for every dollar
invested in technology in the U.S.,
Canadian companies spend 62 cents.
There’s clearly room for improvement.
But where should those dollars be spent?
Ingredients? Processing? Packaging?
Maintenance? Infrastructure?
We would suggest all of the above —
and more.
We celebrate our past. But more
importantly, we at Food in Canada
believe we must do more than simply
keep up with the times. We need to focus
on the future of food in Canada, because
that’s how we help Canadian industry
succeed in a global marketplace.

In this issue, you will catch glimpses
of the dynamics in play, whether it is the
increasing role of robotics in the value
chain, changing consumer preferences,
food safety or packaging and managing
food waste.
These are not single-point issues.
They intersect, both on the processing
floor and in the boardroom. As you,
the decision maker, map out your
company’s strategy, we hope you look to
Food in Canada for features that inform,
enlighten and get you thinking in new
ways about the business at hand.
As we look ahead, we hope to
chronicle your stories including lessons
learned along the way. We plan to share
your stories of innovation and renewal
in this deliciously complex world of food
and beverage processing in Canada.
Join us as we continue our pursuit of
processing change.
Laura Rance-Unger

Editorial Director
lrance@farmmedia.com

Sign up for our enewsletters at

www.foodincanada.com
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How much do Canadians love ketchup?
Recent survey results from Kraft Heinz Canada found that Canadians “eat more ketchup per capita than our
U.S. neighbours.” In fact, 87 per cent of us currently have a bottle in our refrigerators, and 56 per cent of
us say it’s our favourite condiment. Kraft Heinz Canada is asking Canadians to share their ketchup cravings
by using the hashtag #CanadaLovesKetchup and share “quirky ketchup confessions and hacks.” Consumers can also pick up personalized bottles of Heinz Ketchup at a mobile pop-up GIF shop, which will travel
across Canada this summer. So is there a country that loves ketchup more than us? Yes — Finland.

News>file
Agropur introduces
frozen yoghurt

A partnership between Saint-Hubert,
Que.-based dairy co-operative Agropur
(dba Ultima Foods) and Vancouverbased EnWave Corporation has
produced an innovative new line of
yogurt snacks.
iögo Protein Crunch Yogurt Bites,
which will debut in Alberta and
Quebec this spring in 35 g bar format,
makes use of EnWave’s patented REV
(Radiant Energy Vacuum) dehydrating
equipment. Agropur experimented for
two years with a variety of dairy products which can be stocked
on a grocer’s shelf, and as a result the Yogurt Bites can be stored
and displayed outside a freezer. The tricky part was keeping the
active live yogurt cultures intact. According to EnWave, the
product is unique in its formulation and provides a crunchy,
healthy yogurt snack.
Martin Parent, Agropur’s general manager of yogurt and iögo
brand strategist since 2014, says that the project of producing
a shelf-stable yogurt snack has been ongoing. “We had an
idea and we needed a unique technology to transform it,” says
Parent, noting that Agropur is an exclusive licensee of EnWave’s
REV machinery for yogurt-based products in Canada.
In order to achieve a stable and probiotic end result, Agropur
started by combining two of their ingredient products. Cornerstone Protein Products are formulated to enhance texture, water
binding, dairy flavour. They help products keep their adhesion
even through a variety of viscosities. Keystone Stabilizer Systems
may provide iögo’s enhanced shelf life.
Agropur next combined their final recipe with Enwave’s
REV machine technology, which provides product drying and
which helps to preserve nutrition and active probiotic cultures.
It also allows a snack such as yogurt to remain unrefrigerated until consumption. REV dehydration equipment comes
in three types of technology which can help in food industry
6
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production. For instance, NutraREV is a
quick-drying machine, while powderREV
provides bulk dehydration of food cultures
to below freezing.
iögo Protein Crunch Yogurt Bites are in
several flavours, including sour cream and
green onion, Cheddar, salted caramel, and
applewood smoked BBQ.
— Yvonne Dick

Single-serve PET wines
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ont.-based
Diamond Estates Wines & Spirits Ltd.
is introducing single-serve, PET plastic
200 mL bottles under one of its flagship
brands, EastDell Wines. The company says
the bottles are “fun and convenient” and
are 100 per cent recyclable. At just onesixth the weight of glass the bottles can
reduce freight costs and eliminate breakage
on bottling lines and store shelves. The
new bottles are for sale online and at the
winery’s onsite store.

SIAL Canada

SIAL Canada took place in Montreal
from May 2 to 4, attracting 1,068 exhibitors and more than 20,000 visitors from
60 countries. The show included various
events and competitions, including SIAL
Innovation, which received 150 entries.
The three big winners were Saskatoon,
Sask.-based Three Farmers Products
Ltd. (Gold) for its Pea Pops roasted
green peas; San Francisco, Calif.-based
Cucina & Amore (Silver) for its readyto-eat vegan meals; and Montreal-based
Crickstart (Bronze) for its cricket-based
protein bars. SIAL also hosted the Olive
d’Or competition, which judges extravirgin olive oils from around the world,
this year recognizing 16 winning brands
out of 135 entries.
Other additions to SIAL this year
were sections for foodservice, ready-toeat products, and microbreweries; an
Inspire Drink event in the new beverage
area; panel discussions on chocolate,
sustainable development and new eating
trends in La Cuisine; and 5,000 sq. ft.
dedicated to cheeses from around the
world. Food in Canada spoke with SIAL’s
health expert and registered dietician
Jane Dummer, president of Jane Dummer Consulting, to find out more about
the trends food manufacturers should be
watching.

Q: What trends do you see
making a splash in 2018?

A: “Plant-based is a trend at all meal occasions. And snacking is huge, especially
healthy snacks. Look at Pea Pops from
Three Farmers Products winning gold in
the SIAL Innovation competition. That
trend is not going anywhere. Also trending are snacks that include more protein,
more quality macronutrients. The other
trend is transparency, quality ingredients,
products with a purpose, social awareness
and giving back to the community. We’re
seeing products come out where proceeds

from the purchase price go to a charity
or back to a community. That’s due to
millennials, where brand loyalty goes
beyond a logo. They’re asking questions
about ingredients, about what companies
stand for, and are they giving back.”

Q: What fads are fading away?
A: “Activated charcoal or unicorn type
of things, anything that can’t be commercialized. I’m seeing trends that hit and
acquire a following on social media, but
if it can’t be commercialized to a large
scale companies don’t add it to their ingredient portfolios. Sugar is still a topic,
but the whole idea of it being toxic – I’m
not seeing that so much anymore. Not
that sugar is getting a break, but sugar
in moderation, and U.S. companies are
including ‘added sugars’ on their labels.”

Q:

Have consumers’ attitudes changed

towards healthy foods?

A: “Yes, and I think there’s a couple
of reasons. One is that there are bettertasting products on the market. When
healthier snacks first came out they
didn’t taste great and they were expensive. Now we’re seeing better-tasting
options and at better price points. There
is more thought as to how these snacks
are developed. There is also a greater
level of mindfulness and wellness among
consumers, who maybe even a decade
ago weren’t taking responsibility for their
own health. But today they want to eat
healthier, they want to understand what
type of convenience foods can give them
quality nutrients when they’re on the go.”

nience, which is a really important piece
right now. They need to keep a close eye
on what more agile, smaller food companies are doing. There’s also more emphasis on beverages. I saw lots of water at the
show, but they’re trying to be sustainable
through their packaging or giving back
so these are products with purpose. We’re
also seeing more digestive health, so
more prebiotics and probiotics, as well as
more on cognitive health. People are so
busy that they want to make sure they’re
eating foods that help keep their cognitive health and digestive health going. If
we’re eating foods that don’t help then it’s
hard to make sure we’re working on full
throttle. That’s important in all meal and
snack occasions.”
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Kool Kosher Kitchen is a new
cookbook from Dolly Aizenman, a
Florida-based food blogger who
shares her kosher recipes online.
The cookbook is described as
“presenting fusion cuisine the kosher
way.” Aizenman’s recipes reflect
her Russian heritage, but they also
take kosher cooking and “transform
it into modern and trendy, healthy
and delicious.” She has also adapted
popular recipes from around the
world, and included vegetarian,
vegan and raw food recipes as
well as traditional Jewish recipes
with a healthy twist.
Throughout the book

Q: What trends should manufacturers

readers will also find

be looking at?

stories on Aizenman’s

A: “It goes back to snacking. Cucina &

family history, the

Amore won silver in the SIAL Innovation competition for its cauliflower quick
meal, which is shelf stable so it doesn’t
need to be refrigerated. Manufacturers
need to look at the trends but also conve-

history of kosher
cooking, historical
anecdotes, and food
legends and facts.

foodincanada.com
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news file

Stop and check out
the Cheetos
Throughout your busy day you can stop
and smell the roses. Or, if you’re so inclined,
you can stop and see how each Cheetos
brand cheese puff has a unique shape “that

> The Canadian Cheese Awards took place

comes to life through the power of your

in Toronto in June. Louis d’Or, an Alpinestyle cheese and made by Jean Morin
of Warwick, Que.-based Fromagerie du
Presbytère, was named the 2018 Cheese
of the Year. Another winner was PEI-based
Amalgamated Dairies Limited (ADL), which
won first place in two categories, Best Mild
& Medium Cheddar for its Dairy Isle Medium
and Best Old Cheddar for its Dairy Isle Old.

imagination.” A new campaign by FritoLay’s

ADL’s Lee Turner accepts two first place medals.

> In May Belgium-based Monde Selection awarded BC’s Whistler Water with a
Grand Gold Quality Award. Each year Monde
Selection assembles a team of international
experts to evaluate, test and award a number
of consumer products with its quality label.
This year judges looked at 2,820 consumer
products from 92 countries and awarded 973
companies with Quality Awards. The annual
awards gala took place in Spain.

photo: Joshua Zuckerman — Citizen Relations.

IN BRIEF

Cheetos brand is asking consumers to
become Cheetos curators by finding
unique Cheetos shapes, taking photos
and sharing them online from May 7 to
July 1 at CheetosMuseum.ca. Participating
consumers also have the chance to win a
share of $50,000.

> Troll Bridge Creek Inc. of Arthur,

> Toronto-based Weed Me Inc. has

Ont. has announced that its brand
KiKi Maple Sweet Water is now being
carried by CB Powell, which manages
and markets brands across Canada.
> Toronto-based Hill Street Beverage
Co., which is developing cannabis-infused
beverages, has partnered with Vin First
Innovation Packaging, a
wine and mixed beverage
manufacturer and co-packer.
Hill Street has also partnered
with Cannabis Compliance
Inc., a licensing and
compliance advisor, and with
Lexaria Bioscience Corp.,
a licensor of a patented
technology for infusing wine
and beer.
> Canada Economic Development
for Quebec Regions has contributed
$1.5 million to two Laval, Que.-based
businesses, one of which is Lesters Foods
Limited. Lesters, a meat manufacturer,
received $750,000 to acquire stateof-the-art production equipment.

partnered with The Netherlands-based
cannabis seed producer Dutch Passion.
Weed Me says the arrangement gives the
company rights to Dutch Passion’s more
than 60 strains of cannabis and access to its
knowledge of marijuana breeding.
> Steam Whistle Brewing has refreshed
its bottle and box packaging.
The company says the design
is more streamlined, the logo is
more prominent and simplified,
and a nutrition and ingredients
label has been added. The
packaging has also been given
a premium treatment, using
platinum as a brand colour to
complement the green.
> Newfoundland-based Iceberg
Vodka has signed a 10-year distribution
agreement with distributor Southern
Glazer’s Wine & Spirits of Canada. Southern
Glazer says it started distributing Iceberg
Vodka in nine provinces and three territories
in Canada in June, while distribution in
Quebec will begin in October.

> This month Toronto-based

Whistler Water president Herbet He (centre)
receives the Grand Gold Quality Award.

8
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Grace Foods Canada Inc.
presented $10,000 to the
Canadian Red Cross. The
company collected the donation
last December from proceeds from
every bottle of Jerk BBQ Sauce,
Jerk Marinade and Jerk Seasoning
it sold. The funding will support
the Canadian Red Cross’ disaster
management efforts in Canada.

(L-R) Ilisa Chacon, Lucky Lankage, Gary McFarlane,
Alexandria Mottley and Jack Zhu of Grace Foods
Canada with Naser Malik, acting director of Corporate
Partnerships, Red Cross Canada.

news file

It’s not
a box.
It’s a
billboard.
Canadian corrugated
is a billboard for
your brand. It’s tried,
tested and new.

> London, Ont.-based Black Fly Beverage
Company has started affixing single-use
breathalyzers to a variety of its Black Fly
mixed drinks. The breathalyzer is both
approved by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration and endorsed by MADD
Canada. The Alcograd breathalyzer measures
blood alcohol levels within certain ranges.

> Thornbury, Ont.-based Thornbury Village
Craft Cider & Beer has partnered with
the Ontario Association of Food Banks
to create a program called Thornbury’s
Apples for All. Through the program
the cider house will donate 10 cents to
the Ontario Association of Food Banks
for every can of premium cider sold.

VISIT US AT
WWW.CCCABOX.ORG
TO LEARN
MORE

Proud supporter of the Paper & Paperboard
Packaging Environmental Council (PPEC)
www.ppec-paper.com

Food In Canada
2/3 Page. 4.625” x 10.0” 05-2016
foodincanada.com
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> The Canadian Institute of Food Science
& Technology (CIFST) held its annual
national conference in May in Niagara Falls,
Ont. The conference included the 2018
Student Food Product Development
Competition. The winners of the Marvin
Tung Memorial Trophy were Laura Lapointe,
Alexane Thiffeault, Roxanne Nolet and
Marc-Antoine Vezina from Laval University,
who won for their Veggi Blueberry Waffles
made with fruits, vegetables and whole
wheat flour all sourced from Quebec.

Montreal-based Yourbarfactory has
announced it will be leaving its current
premises for a new production facility
in Chateauguay, Que. The project is
registered with Canada Green Building
Council, so the company hopes
the new facility will achieve LEED
certification upon completion.
Yourbarfactory specializes in
designing and manufacturing
allergen-free bars for private
label. The facility is peanutfree, and produces protein
bars, energy bars, cereal
bars, diet bars, kid’s bars, and
crispy rice squares. It can also
manufacture products that are
vegan, organic, gluten-free, GMOfree or sugar-free. Yourbarfactory
says by 2020 with the
opening of the new

plant it will triple its production capacity
and produce an estimated 170 million
bars per year. It will also be installing an
extra production line so it can produce
bite-style bars and chocolate-coated bars.
The company expects to hire 25 new staff
between 2019 and 2020.

Join us in celebrating 80 years
in publishing in 2018.
Advertise in our July/August issue
commemorating our 80th anniversary.

An
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year
n ive rsar y
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> Alexandria, Ont.-based Fauxmagerie Zengarry celebrated its fifth anniversary with
the launch of its seventh flavour, Ale Aged. The new “fauxmage” is a sharp Cheddar-style
cashew cheese cultured with beer from the barrels of Vankleek Hill, Ont.-based Beau’s
Brewery and the brewery’s All Natural Brewery Lug Tread Ale. The fauxmage will be sold
exclusively at Whole Foods Market locations across Ontario this summer.

Supplier news
> Acadian Seaplants Limited has opened
a wholly owned subsidiary in India which
will be known as Acadian Seaplants India
Private Limited. Acadian Seaplants is based
in Dartmouth, NS and manufactures kelp,
seaweed and other macroalgae products, sea
vegetables and health supplements.
> Fulcrum Global Capital (FGC), an

> The Marine Stewardship Council’s newest
partner is A&W, which is now purchasing and
promoting certified sustainable seafood. The
burger chain is currently serving wild-caught
cod burgers and wraps until July 8.

> Winnipeg-based Delta 9 Cannabis Inc. and
Fort Garry Brewing Company have launched
Delta 9 Legal Lager throughout Manitoba
at MLLC outlets. While both companies
shared the cost of R&D, the beer is produced
and marketed by Fort Garry, while Delta 9
provided the raw help material. Legal Lager
is an alcoholized beer infused with material
from hemp seeds, and doesn’t contain
cannabis or any other psychoactive agent.
The two companies
are developing
a co-branded,
cannabinoid-infused
beer that contains
no alcohol and
which will be made
available when it’s
approved by Health
Canada and other
regulatory bodies.

early-stage venture capital fund, is giving
Waterloo, Ont.-based P&P Optica $3.1 million
to help it deploy its PPO Smart Imaging
System for the food processing industry. The
patented technology helps address the issue
of food waste through the use of chemical
imaging and machine-learning to detect
foreign object contamination.
> Omron Automation Americas has
announced the 2017 winners of its Distributor
of the Year award. One of the companies
was Ontario-based Proax Technologies, a
distributor of technical automation products.
> Crown Equipment Corporation announced
that Newfoundland-based dealer Electro
Mechanical Services is now an authorized
Crown service provider and distributor.
> Sealed Air Corporation and Kuraray
America Inc. have formed a partnership.
Through the arrangement Sealed Air will
offer Plantic bio-based food packaging in
Canada, the U.S. and Mexico. Kuraray is a
provider of specialty chemicals, polmers,
fibres and textiles.
> The Fabricators and Manufacturers
Association has recognized North Carolinabased Bühler Aeroglide, a provider of thermal
process engineering and technology for food
and feed, with the Safety Award of Merit.
> The USDA has announced that Michiganbased Industrial Magnetics Inc.’s
magnetic separation equipment is safe for
direct contact with food. The company
manufactures magnetic separation equipment
for use in dairy, meat and poultry.

people on the move

Martin

Hamilton

> Shelley Martin, president and CEO
of Nestlé Canada, is retiring at the
end of July. Jeff Hamilton, current
president of Nestlé Foods Division at
Nestlé USA, will replace Martin.
> Brian Douglas is now chair of the
Farm Products Council of Canada.
> Keith Jackson has resigned as CFO
of Toronto-based GreenSpace Brands
Inc. Cindy Leung, currently vicepresident of Finance,
will serve as the
interim CFO while an
executive search is
underway.
de Leeuw
> Excellence in
Manufacturing Consortium has
announced that Bren de Leeuw will
now lead its EMC
Learning Centre,
focusing on the
centre’s Lean training.
> Comax Flavors has
Graham
appointed William
Graham as its executive vice-president
of Sales and Marketing.
> Steve Lutz has joined the Delawarebased Produce Marketing Association
(PMA) West Coast as its new regional
vice-president — U.S. and Canada West.
> Eriez has promoted
John Blicha to
the newly created
position of director of
Global Marketing and
Blicha
Communications.

foodincanada.com
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Market trends
Larry Martin

Market Commentary:
The fluctuating loonie
A lower Canadian dollar has interesting implications for
the agricultural sector. The most obvious is that it raises
the prices of both commodities and inputs. A US$4
bushel of corn is CDN$4.44 (plus or minus basis) at
a $0.90 loonie, and CDN$5.33 at a $0.75 loonie. The
math is exactly the same for US$400 tonnes of fertilizer.
Arbitrage works at various speeds in various markets.
For grains and oilseeds, and livestock, it’s very fast. Most
farmers will say it’s very fast when the loonie goes down
for inputs, but much slower when the loonie is rising!
In the fruit and vegetables sector, where Canadian retail
chains can exert their market power, the arbitrage process
is much slower, and producers get squeezed. Another issue
is timing — field crop farmers tend to sell at one time

of year and buy their inputs at another. So the timing of
currency fluctuations can affect margins markedly.
On balance, a declining currency is positive when
gross margins are positive — revenue increases more than
input costs in Canadian funds, so the margin improves.
The problem is improving margins mean more competition for land. With the slowly declining loonie, land
values have been rising in Canada, while they have been
falling in the U.S. And here’s the catch — higher land
prices means more debt to buy it. Then what happens if/
when the currency rises? All and all, a stable currency is
preferred.
Market Trends is prepared by Dr. Larry Martin, who offers a course
on managing risk with futures and options in Guelph, Ont. in January
through agrifoodtraining.com. Contact him at DLM@explornet.com
or (519) 841-1698.

July and $4.68 on December. We suggest remain-

demand for oil. Both economies are doing well,

ing covered with Calls above $5.30 and wait for

but any pause will negatively affect demand.

Grain markets have entered “crop killing”

bottoming action before any more pricing.

On the supply side, OPEC will soon decide

season, with rallies on no rain and reactions

> Soyoil: Soyoil slid even farther with July

whether to maintain or change production

on rain.

bottoming at $0.298, pushed by rising palm

levels. U.S. shale production has increased so

> Grains: With South America’s near comple-

oil supplies and India’s tariffs, aided by the

much that its producers see the advantage

tion, markets turn their focus to U.S. domestic

expected large soybean crop in the U.S. and

of acting in concert with OPEC. There also

and export demand, size of northern hemi-

concerns about China’s imports. There is resis-

remains the uncertainty of Trump’s withdrawal

sphere crops, and the almost daily machina-

tance around $0.32. We suggest protection

from the Iran nuclear agreement. Technically,

tions of trade policy. The latter uncertainty

above it and buying hand to mouth below.

$80.50 is close to the 62 per cent retracement

means funds and speculators reduced their net

> Sugar: Sugar finally rallied back to almost

of the decline in oil prices from 2014 to 2016. All

speculative positions, contributing to some of

$0.13 from $0.107 on the July. Brazil’s produc-

this makes the $80.50 to $82 area extremely

the price changes.

tion was slightly reduced and there are continu-

significant resistance. A break through could

> Corn: July corn tested $4.05 and couldn’t

ing demand issues, recently because of a weak

signal much higher energy prices. We suggest

penetrate. Despite lower inventories in USDA’s

Euro. Currently, July is $0.1225. Support is at

that oil buyers who covered above $60 stay

June report, Corn Belt rains produced above

$0.118 and $0.1013. We still like buying hand

covered until there is clear topping action, risk-

average crop conditions. This, U.S. trade issues

to mouth, would keep protection at $0.13, and

ing a move back below $70.

with China, and funds dropping their net longs

would forward price a substantial portion of

> Canadian dollar: The loonie’s sideways

by 100,000+ contracts drove July, at $3.68,

needs near one of the support areas.

channel since February ended with a two-week

near contract lows of $3.64 ½. December

> Natural gas: July natural gas rallied as warm

decline from $0.78 to $0.7625 and falling. The

followed with a 50 per cent retracement of its

weather increased demand. Futures ran into

chit chat is that it’s the most “hated” currency

major rally to $3.83 from $4.30. This reaction

resistance at $3. A short-term drop to the

in part, of course, because of Trump’s Trudeau

was sudden and deep. But reports of drought

current $2.96 reflects higher than expected

tirade, but also the effect of the Trump tariffs,

affecting northern European crops could sup-

U.S. inventories and strong new production.

lower energy prices, Canada’s poor trade

port corn prices. We would consider buying

We suggested protecting above $2.83 and

performance, and the fact that the U.S. Fed

July on bottoming action around $3.65, or

would hold that because it’s strong support.

bumped interest rates. All this has decoupled

December at the 62 per cent retracement of

Otherwise, protect above $3 or on a dip back

the loonie from its normal relationships. If your

$3.77 or the recent low of $3.57.

down toward $2.83.

risk is a lower loonie, we suggest buying

> Wheat: July $5.30 resistance held as prices

> Crude oil: August Brent made a double

Puts with premiums less than three per

moved sideways despite drought concerns in

top at $80.50 before dropping back to the

cent of the strike price, preferably on

Russia, Ukraine and northern Europe. Prices

current $76. This market is at a crucial point

the September contract. We would

dropped to the current $5.07 following corn and

both fundamentally and technically. China and

look at the $75s now and hold any you

soybeans. Major support is way down at $4.66 on

India make up almost 70 per cent of increased

bought when the loonie was higher.

market highlights
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Focus on Food safety

Les Miserables:
The burden of legislation and regulations

t

Ron Wasik

his spring my wife and I performed a medley of songs from
a musical adaptation of Les Miserables with our local community choir.
First published in 1862, Les Miserables
is a historical novel about the social injustices the author, Victor Hugo, saw in
France and across Europe at that time.
While in rehearsal it struck me that the
messages of despair and uncertainty in
one of the songs can be seen in the food
and beverage industry today as it awaits
the imposition of a burden of legislation and regulations.

However, wording in SFCAR does
not accommodate low levels of natural
contaminants that would render raw
materials and foods as “contaminated
or adulterated” and thus unfit for
human consumption. Taking this
approach is totally at odds with
legislation elsewhere in the world.
»» 3. The SFCAR should but does not
apply to the entire food supply chain
because transportation and third-party storage providers are excluded.

Safe Foods for Canadians Act
and Regulations (SFCAR)

With 20/20 hindsight one could have
predicted that the changes made in
the Nutritional Facts Table unveiled in
2016 would lead to changes in product
labelling and possibly other initiatives
such as front-of-package ingredient
cautionary messaging, as we now know
it has.
None of us will argue against labelling
foods with information that aids the consumer in making their purchase decision.
However, nutritional science is not an
exact science. Claims promoted by health
practitioners a decade earlier often turn
out to be wrong later. Complicating matters is the fact that in reality humans are
guided by often irrational brain-making
decisions based on numerous, spontaneous and random stimuli.
Rather than focusing on getting
the latest science on food packaging,
our government should be looking at
investing in developing and promoting
healthy lifestyle programs in our schools
and homes.

A year after the publication of this
legislation in Canada Gazette Part 1
in January 2017 the CFIA published
an online summary of its take on the
responses. No meaningful clarification
on issues identified in Canada Gazette
Part 1 was given. Here are a few concerns
highlighted by industry:
»» 1. The definition of critical control
points in Canada Gazette Part 1
which calls for the elimination of a
hazard is not consistent with Codex
Alimentarius and the standards of our
major trading partners that require a
hazard to be controlled at or reduced
to acceptable levels.
»» 2. Many food raw materials, such as
wheat, have low levels of naturally
occurring “contaminants” and “foreign
materials” such as fungus, moulds,
insect parts and soil which do not pose
a health hazard. Traces of these are
sometimes found in flour after milling.

Labelling modernization &
front-of-package labelling

Out of our control
International organizations such as Codex
Alimentarius, the International Standards
Organization (ISO) and other such entities focus on identifying best practices in
safety and reliability. As these organizations have matured over the past 50 or
more years, the personnel and volunteers
who had industry backgrounds are being
replaced by academics and specialists with
no industry experience but with a bias for
perfection vs the practical. Governments
around the world often accept and adopt
these guidelines “by reference.” Are we
seeing this in Canada today?

Salmonella in raw
breaded poultry
Health Canada and the CFIA mandating
that Salmonella must not be detectable
in raw breaded poultry products should
be deeply concerning not just to poultry
processors but all food processors.
If Health Canada and the CFIA can
without consultation come out with a
mandate which is beyond the capability
of current best practices for one sector
and get away with it, the rest of our
industry needs to watch out.
A line from a medley of songs from the
musical adaptation of Les Miserables by
Alain Boublil sums up our situation today:
“There’s a hunger in the land, there’s a
reckoning still to be reckoned, it’s us who’ll
have to pay — at the end of the day.”
Dr. R.J. (Ron) Wasik, PhD, MBA, CFS,
is president of RJW Consulting
Canada Ltd. Contact him at
rwasik@rjwconsultingcanada.com
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ne part cannabis, three parts
uncertainty — the impending
introduction of a recreational
market for cannabis offers an unparalleled opportunity for businesses to stake a
claim in this uncharted territory. As Bill
C-45, the proposed Cannabis Act, continues its forward momentum through
the Senate, a new and complex legislative
framework for cannabis is materializing.
While details have started to emerge regarding how certain forms of recreational
cannabis (fresh, dried and oil) will be
sold, the eventual regulation of cannabis
edibles will present unique challenges.
The government proposes to allow the
sale of cannabis edibles within one year
following the coming into force of the
proposed Act. This gives Health Canada
additional time to develop regulations
to address the unique nature and risks
posed by this class of products.
The Act does not currently provide a
definition for “edibles containing cannabis.” Health Canada indicates that this
class will include products such as foods
or beverages that contain cannabis, and
that a precise definition will be set out
in subsequent regulations. Notably, the
definition of cannabis under the Act is
broad, referring not only to parts of the
cannabis plant, but also to the phytocannabinoids produced by or found in the
plant, including any identical substance
regardless of how the substance was
obtained.
We anticipate that federal oversight for
industrial hemp will be moved from the
Controlled Drugs and Substances Act to
the new Act. However, it is unclear what
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Eat your cannabis
and have it too: edibles will present
unique regulatory challenges
Laura Gomez & Megan Martins
changes will be made to the Industrial
Hemp Regulations to align it with the Act
(or future regulations), and whether such
changes will affect the regulatory status
of derivatives such as oils.
With respect to the format of edibles,
Health Canada suggested that it will
limit the permitted food formats (e.g.
truffles verus cookies), with the aim of
reducing the likelihood that edibles will
appeal to young persons. Portion control
may also be a key consideration, favouring formats that allow edibles to be consumed in measured or controlled doses.
Undeniably, in determining eligible food
formats, there will be pressure from industry to strike a balance which provides
sufficient flexibility for legal producers to
offer a diverse range of products to successfully compete with the illegal market.
Although Health Canada advised that
the THC content of edibles will likely
be limited, consultation documents do
not indicate whether there will be a limit
on other phytocannabinoids. Packaging
and labelling will also be a key issue, with
the aim of ensuring that children don’t
accidentally ingest edibles. Indeed, format
limitations, child-resistant packaging and
prohibitions against the use of certain
terms (e.g. “candy”) have been proposed or
adopted as measures to reduce the risk of
accidental ingestion in other jurisdictions.
While Health Canada intends to
exempt cannabis produced under the Act
from certain requirements of the Food and
Drug Regulations, it is not yet clear what
elements of the current food regulatory

framework will apply to edibles. In the
next year Health Canada will consider
many fundamental questions, such as
whether edibles should carry a Nutrition
Facts Table, if allergen labelling will be
required, and whether other proposed nutrition labelling requirements, like frontof-package labelling, will apply. In addition to cannabis-specific labelling (e.g.
symbols, warnings, THC/CBD), what
other factual information about edibles
should be available to consumers? Should
nutrient content claims such as sugar-free,
low fat, or source of fibre be permitted?
Other issues, such as restrictions on food
additives and food safety requirements,
will also need to be considered. Lastly,
what about enforcement? Regulators will
need to decide if Health Canada will
be solely responsible for enforcement of
edibles, or if this task will also fall within
the mandate of the CFIA.
Although there will be uncertainty
until new regulations are proposed, it is
evident that cannabis edibles will require
a complex recipe of legislative and regulatory controls, due to their particular
position at the intersection of the fooddrug interface.
Laura Gomez is a partner and Megan
Martins is an associate in the Ottawa
offices of Gowling WLG. They specialize
in food and drug regulatory law, including
cannabis, and can be contacted at
Laura.Gomez@gowlingwlg.com and
Megan.Martins@gowlingwlg.com.
Ron Doering returns next month

Regulatory Affairs

80 years of food and beverage
processing in Canada: The early years

h

Gary Gnirss

appy 80th birthday Food in
Canada. That is an incredible
run over which you have seen
a great transformation in the Canadian
food industry. You are also now on the
doorstep of regulatory modernization,
the scope of which is unprecedented in
Canadian history, and which will shape
how food will be governed over the next
several decades. I have had the joy of
writing regulatory articles for Food in
Canada for just over a mere 20 years.
The following are regulatory highlights
in the decades before and after your
launch in 1938.
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1930s
In the mid-1930s, chain stores started to
emerge in the Canadian marketplace. This
transition not only shaped how Canadians
would purchase food, but the foods they
consumed as well. The chain stores were
credited with raising the standards of food
quality and hygiene, especially as food
adulteration was not uncommon in the
decades before. Food laws were reformed,
enabling the Department of Health
(now known as Health Canada) to be
more assertive in its enforcement role to
combat food adulteration. For example, a
Vancouver company which was convicted of adulterating meat with sulphites
challenged part of the Food and Drugs
Act (FDA), bringing before the court the
argument that “adulteration not injurious
to health” under the FDA was an invasion
of provincial jurisdiction, as the British
North America Act assigns the provinces
rights over civil and property matters. In
1932 the appeal was dismissed. Had the
challenge been successful, it would have

significantly impeded the effectiveness of
the FDA and its role as one of the most
important food laws in Canada.
Technology saw the development of
radio broadcasting in the 1930s. Food
advertising came along with that. In
1936 the Canada Broadcasting Act assigned the responsibility to the Department of Pensions and National Health
and Welfare to examine advertisements
for foods and drugs to ensure they are
compliant with the FDA. Today the
FDA still governs advertising, but the
federal government is no longer obliged
to directly review broadcast ads. This
activity of reviewing broadcast ads is now
self-regulated by industry.
With advances in nutritional sciences
and the technology needed to commercially produce vitamins, fortified foods
emerged by the end of the 1930s. But it
was not until 1941 that the regulations
came into effect, and in 1945 vitamins
were consolidated in their own part of
the regulations. Providing Canadians legitimate access to nutritious and healthy
foods is a task that Health Canada continues to be engaged in today.

1940s
Prior to joining the Canadian Confederation in 1949, Newfoundland was a source
of “bootlegged” margarine in Canada,
which had been banned since 1886. The
shortage and high prices of butter following the Second World War, along with
increasing political influence of women in
Canada, resulted in the repeal of the ban
on margarine in 1948. Canada’s first margarine manufacturer was the Newfoundland Butter Company, which despite

its name did not make any butter. The
factory, under different names, remained
in operation until 2004.

1950s
While the Canadian Food and Drugs Acts
(FDA) had been amended in the previous decades, it was in the 1950s that it
was transformed into a form we would
recognize today. The new Act was given
Royal assent in 1953, the same year as
the Korean War ended, and came into
force July 1, 1954. The current FDA
(Chapter F-27 of Revised Statutes of
Canada, 1985 — as amended) was part
of a housecleaning effort by the federal
government in the mid-1980s to reconsolidate the many amendments to federal
statutes, a process that has occurred at
least six times since Confederation.

1960s
The Guide for Food Manufacturers and
Advertisers was introduced in 1961.
It served an essential role for decades,
broadening the understanding of food
regulations. It was born in an era of
increasing complexity in food law which
needed a bit more explaining in plain
language. In 2014 the Guide was retired.
A large part of it, however, made its
way into the Canadian Food Inspection
Agency’s web-based Food Labelling for
Industry — Industry Labelling Tool.
I’ll cover the next four decades and
beyond in my next column.
Gary Gnirss is a partner and president of
Legal Suites Inc., specializing in regulatory
software and services. Contact him at
president@legalsuites.com
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Tackling

Food Waste:

A Triple Win

By reducing food waste, food manufacturers can help the
environment, save money and feed the hungry

anada’s mountain of food waste keeps on
growing. A new report from Montrealbased Commission for Environmental
Cooperation (CEC) estimates that 168
million tons of food are wasted in North
America each year. While the largest share
of food loss and waste in North America
occurs at the consumer level (67 million
tons a year), 52 million tons are wasted at the industrial, commercial and institutional levels, and 49 million tons are wasted
at pre-harvest.
“In Canada, the value of the food we don’t eat is $30 billion
and then we spend $400 million to dispose of it,” says David
Donaldson, head of the Green Growth Unit at CEC. “At the same
time, nearly 13 per cent of the Canadian population lives with
food insecurity, so when you think about it in those terms, it’s
absurd really.”
On top of that is the colossal toll food waste has on the environment. The CEC report states that every year in North America,
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193 million tons of greenhouse gas emissions result from the lifecycle of wasted food, from production to disposal. That’s equal to
the greenhouse gas emissions generated by 41 million cars driven
continuously for a year. Then there are the tremendous amounts
of wasted resources across the food supply chain such as water,
energy and land.
For food and beverage manufacturers, Donaldson sees the
potential for a triple win. “If we can waste less food, it’s good for
the environment, it’s good for feeding people, and it’s good for
saving money for businesses,” he says.
Maple Leaf Foods is one company that’s making food waste
a top priority. Last year, the company launched its “Raise the
Good in Food” sustainability platform, which is focused on better food, better care, better communities and a better planet. One
of the goals is to reduce the company’s environmental footprint
by 50 per cent by 2025, through strategies such as eliminating
food waste. “I’ve been doing sustainability for many years now
and I can’t remember one single issue that has been so prevalent
over the last few years than food waste,” says Tim Faveri, vice-
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president of sustainability and shared value at Maple Leaf Foods.
“Municipalities and provincial jurisdictions are also looking at
banning organics to landfill and putting some guardrails around
food waste in food production. So it’s top of mind and I can’t
think of a [large] food company like Maple Leaf that doesn’t have
it on their agenda.”
What are some key strategies to reduce food waste? According
to the CEC report, a key area of opportunity is source reduction,
including through inventory management, and improvements to
storage and transportation. However, Belinda Lee, a researcher at
CEC, says the first step is quantification and measurement. “You
can’t really address a problem unless you know exactly what’s
going on,” she says. “So, the first strategy is having better feedback loops and understanding what is being wasted.”
Another area of opportunity identified by CEC is rescue for
human consumption, including encouraging donation of safe and
nutritious food that would otherwise be wasted, online food rescue
platforms, and expanded funding to improve infrastructure. “One
challenge that would be good to overcome is storage,” says Lee. “A
lot of times, a manufacturer will run out of cooler space or loading
dock space, so the timing of matching the surplus with the organization that can take that donation is really important.”
Cher Mereweather, executive director at Guelph, Ont.-based
Provision Coalition, says historically, a lot of effort around food
loss and waste has been on diversion — how to deal with it when
it’s already happened. “The emphasis we’re taking is can we prevent
it from happening in the first place? And if it does happen —
because there will always be circumstances in which it does — then
we manage according to the Food Recovery Hierarchy.”
The hierarchy, which was created by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), prioritizes actions companies can take to prevent, reuse and divert wasted food. The top
three levels are source reduction, feed hungry people and feed
animals, and the least preferred action is landfill/incineration.
In 2016, Provision Coalition launched an online toolkit that
allows manufacturers to quantify avoidable food waste, and offers
three methods to estimate the amount (quantity and dollars lost,
environmental impact in energy, water and GHGs embedded
in the food and calories/meals lost) of organic waste generated.
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“You can’t really address a problem unless
you know exactly what’s going on,”
she says. “So, the first strategy is having
better feedback loops and understanding
what is being wasted.”

Users are able to identify root causes of food loss and waste, and
develop solutions to prevent it.
Mereweather says one big barrier to reducing food waste is that
many businesses are just trying to get the product out the door.
“The thinking is, ‘I’ve got to get this to market and this is the cost
of doing business — there is going to be waste.’”
However, businesses need to evaluate the cost to the business
properly. “It’s not the cost of diversion or the amount that you get
back because you sent it to animal feed, as an example. It’s all of
the embedded cost that needs to be brought to the surface,” says
Mereweather. That includes the energy and water used to make the
product, and costs for things like labour and ingredients.
Food waste expert Martin Gooch says manufacturers need a
cultural change to realize food loss and waste is not just a cost
of doing business. “Food loss and waste never occurs in isolation.
There’s always associated costs,” says Gooch, CEO of Value Chain
Management International (VCMI) Oakville, Ont.-based. “So,
think of loss and waste as a symptom. Think of it as something
that gives you a line of breadcrumbs to track back to root causes
that could have wider implications on your business and therefore
your overall operations.”
VCMI is currently working with Toronto-based Second Harvest
on a new project to calculate food loss and waste in Canada, from
primary production to consumer. The project, which is funded by
The Walmart Foundation, will identify where, how and why
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waste occurs along the chain; identify solutions to reduce the amount
of food sent to landfills; and identify greater opportunities for food
to be recovered and distributed to people who are food insecure.
Lori Nikkel, director of Programs and Partnerships at Second
Harvest, says one barrier to manufacturers donating food is lack
of awareness about legal issues. “Across Canada, there are Food
Donation acts and Good Samaritan acts, which make sure that
nobody is liable for donating food in good faith,” says Nikkel.
“So, we need to keep telling people that they are legally allowed
to and they are protected.”
Another barrier is infrastructure — if a food rescue agency can’t
pick up the food, the manufacturer doesn’t know where to send
it. That’s where Second Harvest’s new online tool, FoodRescue.
ca, comes in. The tool allows businesses in Ontario to upload
any surplus food they have, and agencies are notified based on
specifics such as geography and infrastructure (for example, if an
organization doesn’t have a fridge or freezer, they won’t be notified about surplus milk or frozen meat). Then the agencies can
contact the donors directly and arrange pick-up. “We run a fleet
of 11 trucks, but we recognize that there’s so much food out there
that we can’t tap into — either it’s a small yield, or [the location]
is really far,” says Nikkel.

“In Canada, the value of the food we
don’t eat is $30 billion and then we spend
$400 million to dispose of it. At the same
time, nearly 13 per cent of the Canadian
population lives with food insecurity”
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While Nikkel says the issue of food insecurity is significant, it’s
not part of Second Harvest’s mandate. “Until government works
out basic income and affordable housing systems and policies, food
insecurity is not going to be tackled,” she says. “And until government and businesses figure out preventative measures to work
across the supply chain, there’s going to be food loss. So while that’s
all happening… we’re going to access that surplus food.”
Sarah Stern, leader of the Maple Leaf Centre for Action on Food
Security, also says it’s important to keep food waste and food insecurity separate issues. “The fact that there are four million people
in Canada who are food insecure — meaning they don’t have the
adequate resources to buy or access the food they need for a healthy
life — is an issue in and of itself,” says Stern. “I think we have to be
careful looking at the idea of a reduction in food waste as being a
solution for them. Food insecurity… is a bigger social issue.”
The goal of the centre, which Maple Leaf Foods launched in
December 2016, is to work collaboratively to reduce food insecurity in Canada by 50 per cent by 2030. The centre has three
areas of focus: funding, knowledge sharing and collaboration, and
advocacy. On the funding side, the centre is currently supporting
12 initiatives across Canada. For example, it’s working with the
Greater Vancouver Food Bank on food bank transformation, from
reducing the stigma for food bank users to providing services such
as accountants to help people file their taxes. “We’re looking for
initiatives that have the potential to be replicated or scaled to have
greater impact across Canada,” says Stern.
This past March, the Maple Leaf Centre for Action on Food
Security hosted its first food security symposium, bringing
together around 170 people from industry, government academia
and civil society. “Where I hope to see [the food security issue]
go is more multi-stakeholder partnerships working together to
create change for individuals across the country,” says Stern.

Sensory trends

Down to earth
with mushroom soup
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Daniel Scholes

ushrooms are one of the
most highly polarizing
foods — so much so
that there are actually terms for both the
love of mushrooms (mycophilia) and the
fear of them (micophobia) due to their
distinctive earthy taste and smooth,
sometimes “rubbery” textural quality.
Canned condensed mushroom soup
was first introduced in North America
in 1932 by Campbell Co. Although
canned soups have been in slow decline
as consumers trend toward ready-to-eat
fresh food options, Canadians remain big
fans, consuming it on average more than
three times a month. We recently took
a closer look at some brands of canned
mushroom soups to see if they are all on
equal ground.
We asked 50 females from the Greater
Toronto Area to taste test four brands of
canned mushroom soup. All brands had
similar selling features and were regular
full-flavour varieties, although actual
nutritional declarations did vary by
brand. Three of the four soups were prepared using a combination of half water/
half milk, while one brand was ready to
serve. On this note, we asked participants how they usually prepared canned
mushroom soup at home and they were
equally divided between water only, milk
only, and a combination of the two.
We also asked a few questions about
purchase motivations in this category.
Sixty-nine per cent of respondents said
they purchase mushroom soup over other
soup varieties because they prefer the
taste best. And when it comes to brand
choice, the taste of the brand and trust in
the brand were their top considerations,

On shaky ground

hedonic attributes such as flavour, texture, creaminess and mushroom pieces.
The failures of this brand were many
— there was hardly any recognizable
mushroom flavour and barely any visible
mushrooms pieces. And texturally, the
problems were even more catastrophic,
with nearly all of our testers in agreement
that it was too thin and lacked creaminess. Not surprisingly, a mere 13 per cent
of participants had any intention of ever
buying this soup.
Canned condensed soups may not
carry the same panache and excitement as the many new pantry options
now competing for share of the shopping basket. But in a mature yet stable
pantry category, where product delivery and profiles have remained largely
unchanged, the best product strategies
may rely on successfully delivering the
basics — taste and textural quality that
does not stray too far from the norm.
In our sensory evaluation of canned
mushroom soups, we found a significant
gap in the space between great, good and
dismal. Flavour was a key distinction
in these product profiles, but textural
issues were also driving factors. If your
mission is taking on a competitor in a
space where consumer tastes have been
conditioned over time and brand loyalties run deep, staying close to the existing
consumer-endorsed template may be the
only way to avoid getting buried.

While two brands held firmly in the
middle of the pack, one left little to be
desired. The performance scores for this
mushroom soup were dismal, with 50
to 60 per cent of all participants rating
it below five out of nine on many key

For questions about this research,
or how you can leverage consumer taste
buds in your business, contact
Dan Scholes at info@contracttesting.com
or (905) 456-0783

followed closely by price. All participants
claimed to sometimes (62 per cent) or
always (38 per cent) read the nutritional
labels when purchasing canned soup
(although we expect this result was
inflated by social-desirability bias).

On solid ground
One brand of mushroom soup stood
apart as a clear winner in our brand
array, boasting significantly higher scores
on overall liking and flavour than the
other three. The winning feature of this
soup was the taste — it had the strongest
presence of mushroom flavour and was
perceived to have a very “natural” taste
and colour. But the winning flavour
profile of this brand did come with a
downside, as it also had the highest fat,
sodium and calorie declarations, as well
as MSG. The salty flavour was also problematic for some tasters, and the mushroom pieces tended to be too small and
too few. Texturally, the viscosity of this
creamy soup was slightly too thin, and
even though it was one of the creamiest, it still left some participants wanting
more. Overall this soup was on solid
ground within the competitive test array,
but still demonstrated some room for
improvement, and its star quality comes
at the price of having the least desirable
nutritional profile.
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Marvelous

mushrooms
Canadian production of fresh mushrooms is
growing as demand for new varieties soars
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elicate in flavour and texture, flexible, filling
and nutritious — what’s not to like about
mushrooms? Canadians are certainly appreciating them more and more, with mushroom consumption increasing steadily every
year over the past decade. Canada produces
approximately 130,000 tons of fresh mushrooms annually, with 40 per cent of that
exported to the United States, notes Ryan
Koeslag, executive vice-president of the Canadian Mushroom Growers’ Association (Mushrooms Canada). There are more than 100 mushroom farms in
Canada, with half the production in Ontario, about 35 per cent in British
Columbia, 10 per cent on the Prairies, and five per cent in Quebec and
the Maritimes. Per capita consumption of fresh mushrooms in Canada is
approximately 3.5 lbs. (1.6 kg).
Koeslag confirms what you already knew, that white button mushrooms
have historically taken up the majority of the market. However, he explains
that “brown/cremini mushrooms have increased significantly over the past
several years, partly due to the similar look and taste to the white.” It’s not
widely known that brown/cremini mushrooms are actually portobellos harvested at an early stage before they have developed gills; once they have developed gills but are still smallish they are called baby bellas or mini bellas, and
once fully grown at three to four inches across, we recognize them as portobellos, ready for the barbecue. Some Canadian mushroom growers, such
as Valley Mushrooms in Hartsville PEI, grow only these two main market
species: white button and portobellos (with brown/cremini, baby bellas and
portobellos as separate products). However, as Canada’s palate has matured
and comfort with mushrooms has ramped up, “we do see consumers trying
other specialty mushrooms in their dishes,” says Koeslag.
Azul Meza believes that mushroom consumption has also grown across
Canada as consumers have increased their focus on health and wellness.
The Marketing manager at Canada’s largest mushroom producer, Highline
Mushrooms, notes that “more buzz around vitamin D, antioxidants and
other mushroom nutritional benefits have attracted a larger share of consumers.” Meza also echoes Koeslag’s view that as consumers have learned more
about mushrooms’ versatility and flavour, demand for other more “specialty”
varieties continues to grow in Canadian homes, and notes that more chefs,
restaurant managers and school cafeteria managers are steadily incorporating mushrooms into their menus. For example, Highline-owned All Seasons
Mushrooms in Langley, BC produces a large variety of fungi, from white
button, brown, portobello and shiitake (brown with broad caps, with a rich
flavour and meaty texture), to oyster (fluted shape with a delicate flavour)
and enoki (long stems and tiny caps, with a mild flavour and slight crunch).
All Seasons also markets an exciting packaged dried mix of chanterelles, lobster morel, porcini and more for use in soups, sauces and pasta dishes.
In March, Highline acquired another operation in BC (Prairie Mushrooms

in Abbotsford), adding to its four facilities in Ontario
(in Kingsville, Wellington and two in Leamington)
and a distribution centre in Montreal. Earlier this year
Highline also launched new premium labels for all its
conventional and organic products to better engage
consumers. The firm produces value-added products
such as ready-to-serve marinated mushrooms and
Rustic Mediterranean & Creamy Sun-Dried Tomato
Stuffed Portobellos. Its organic multi-variety sliced
product in three varieties — Steakhouse, a mix of
white, mini bella and portobello; Pasta Perfect, mini
bella, shiitake and oysters; and Sizzling Stir Fry, mini
bella, king oyster, shiitake and oysters — won Best
New Product award at the New York Produce Show
in December 2017.
Koeslag notes that organic mushroom certification
is now extensive throughout the industry. “Mushroom production has historically required little to no
chemicals or pesticides, so many producers find the
step towards organic certification as a logical one,”
he explains. “It’s often said the industry produces

According to Mushrooms
Canada, Canada exports 80
million lbs. (36,300 tonnes)
of fresh mushrooms to the
U.S. and imports 45 million
lbs. (20,600 tonnes) of canned, dried
and frozen processed mushrooms each
year, mostly from China and Europe.
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only organic and certified organic mushrooms.”
Collingwood, Ont.-based Annanda Chaga, for
instance, processes only certified organic chaga mushrooms, wild-harvested off local lands. Chaga are recognized for many health benefits, including immune
modulation, pain relief, anti-viral and detoxification
properties, balancing blood sugar, improving circulation and lowering cholesterol.
Mushrooms grown in Canada are largely considered a fresh market product, with little being processed. According to Mushrooms Canada, Canada
exports 80 million lbs. (36,300 tonnes) of fresh
mushrooms to the U.S. and imports 45 million lbs.
(20,600 tonnes) of canned, dried and frozen processed mushrooms each year, mostly from China
and Europe. Canadian mushrooms have to compete

“The blend and extend
concept is very logical
and easy for consumers to
consider because they can
determine the amount of
mushrooms to be added.”
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heavily with these imports, says Koeslag, and he encourages processors and
consumers “to only consider purchasing fresh Canadian mushrooms for
their consumption to guarantee freshness and quality on a Canadian standard.” To that end, both Mushrooms Canada and the U.S. Mushroom
Council have focused recent promotions and marketing around a “Blend
and Extend” campaign.
“This campaign encourages consumers to blend finely chopped mushrooms into traditional meat-based dishes such as hamburger patties,” says
Koeslag. “The blended result is a healthier, more nutritious product along
with an increased overall volume of product, which will extend consumers
grocery dollars. The blend and extend concept is very logical and easy for
consumers to consider because they can determine the amount of mushrooms to be added, which results in little or larger taste differences in dishes
they already enjoy.” He notes that the Sonic Burger chain in the U.S. has
recently launched a mushroom-blended burger at all its locations, a development he describes as very exciting. “The Sonic Burger decision,” he explains,
“was largely based on the simple fact the mushrooms increased the taste profile of the burger, as well as made the burger more juicy. We hope similar
fast-food restaurants in Canada may consider a blended burger product with
fresh Canadian mushrooms.”
While not blended into a meat patty, Wendy’s recently launched its Smoky
Mushroom Bacon Cheeseburger, topped with smoked, sautéed portobello
mushrooms, Asiago cheese, smoked bacon and crunchy fried onions. Other
large quick-service chains like Burger King, McDonald’s and Dairy Queen
also offer burgers featuring mushrooms and Swiss cheese.
Like other agri-food sectors in Canada, Koeslag says the mushroom sector has seen a lot of consolidation, so that farms are now much larger
than ever before. As a result, the sector is experiencing employment challenges, especially due to the labour-intensive hand-picking that’s required
in mushroom processing. Koeslag notes that although about 75 per cent of
workers in the mushroom sector are Canadian, the sector relies on Temporary Foreign Workers to fill the gap. He stresses that “a common misconception is that temporary foreign labour is cheaper labour, when in fact it
is much more expensive for Canadian farms. However, these workers find
much enjoyment working in the Canadian mushroom industry, and our
farms try to assist with finding and pursuing pathways for permanent residency whenever suitable.”

photo: MikeyGen73/Getty Images
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FABB R I
PAC KAG ING
Fabbri Automatic Stretch Wrappers produce highly
attractive packages that make your products look
fresh and “just packed”. Fabbri Stretch Wrappers use
stretch film to package fresh produce in preformed trays to
provide an in-store wrapped appearance. They employ
four-way stretch technology to produce tight, over-the-flange,
wrinkle-free packages with securely sealed bottoms and a
superb case presentation.
And here’s something you might find even more attractive: Fabbri Stretch Wrappers can help increase your profitability.
Fabbri packaging is produced using low-cost packaging materials. And when you factor in its Best in Class low cost of
ownership, the Fabbri Stretch Wrapper is your most economical and affordable packaging solution.
Compact and robust servo-driven Fabbri packaging machines are built for speed, versatility and the highest levels of
productivity. Fabbri Stretch Wrappers can handle a wide range of tray sizes with no changeovers, producing up to 62 packs per
minute. All models feature a user-friendly full-size control panel for easy operation and maintenance. Test the Fabbri at our
Reiser Customer Center and see for yourself how it can improve your packaging. Contact Reiser today.
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Reiser Canada
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Feeding Northern pets
photo: Ontario SPCA

A partnership between the Ontario SPCA, CN Rail, North Star
Air Ltd. and Rolf C. Hagen Inc. means Northern pet owners will
have food to feed their furry friends. The Ontario SPCA says Rolf
C. Hagen donated the 28,000 lbs. of dog and cat food that left
Stouffville, Ont. and arrived at North Star’s Pickle Lake base on
May 4. The food was distributed by plane for several days to various remote Northern communities that North Star serves. Pickle
Lake is approximately 500 km north of Thunder Bay, Ont. The donations are part of the Ontario SPCA’s Year of the Northern Dog initiative,
a program that aims to bring attention to animal welfare issues in Canada’s Northern communities.

Barks&bites
Pet food industry news

Canada’s ambassador to China,
John McCallum (centre), visited the Epet.
com headquarters during the opening
ceremony of the Canadian Pavilion.

Epet.com opens
Canada Pavilion
China’s leading e-commerce platform
for pet products, called Epet.com, has
launched a Canadian Pavilion and
signed strategic cooperation agreements
with several Canadian pet food brands,
including Orijen, NOW Fresh, Nutram,
Legacy, Lotus and bakery brand Darford.
The partnerships will see Epet.com work
with the brand to develop and introduce
more products to the Chinese market.
The pavilion represents Epet.com’s new
business model, something the company
says it plans to launch more of, including pavilions for the U.S., Australia, New
Zealand and the EU. For Canadian pet
product companies, the pavilion offers
access to a market that is ranked third in
the world for pet owners, with more than
27 million dogs as pets. Almost seven per
cent of Chinese households have owned
dogs, while around two per cent have
owned cats.

The high cost of pet food recalls
Pet food recalls are costly. In the U.S. it
costs pet food manufacturers an average
of $10 million in direct costs per year
per recall. Canada averages 180 to 200
mandatory food recalls, in addition to any
voluntary ones.
The damage to brand integrity and a
company’s reputation can be permanent.
One of the most known pet food recalls
cost Ontario’s Menu Foods an estimated
$45 million — and that doesn’t include
legal settlements not covered by insurance. Menu Foods recalled more than 60
million containers of pet food. Within two
years the company, formerly the top pet
food manufacturer in North America, was
bought out by Arkansas’ Simmons Foods.
Pet food is regulated by the Health of
Animals Regulations and the Canadian
Food Inspection Agency (CFIA). There
are two main acts which pet food manufacturers must follow — the Consumer
Packaging and Labelling Act and the
Competition Act. Incorrect labelling is

only a very small percentage of triggers
which can set off a pet food recall, inspection, or request for further testing.
If there is a threat to public health,
veterinarians would work with the CFIA
to determine which food has been linked
to potential illness. Sometimes food test
results trigger a recall, including when
there are test results by the CFIA or other
provincial officials (or another country’s
officials) which identify a potential risk.
Recalls also arise due to consumer complaints, a company-initiated voluntary
recall, or out of country product recalls.
Recalls may be initiated during a CFIA
inspection if the Agency has a reason to
believe there is a pet food safety concern.
Law enforcement information, trade complaints, consumer associations and even
social media websites can be enough to
trigger a pet food recall, though statistics
show that 67 per cent of food recalls are
initiated by the CFIA.
— Yvonne Dick

Nova Scotia pet food maker expands
Totally Raw Pet Food of Dartmouth, NS is planning to expand its operations
with the support of the federal government. The company
received $105,000 in funding that will help it acquire new
processing equipment to increase production, develop new
product lines, and help meet a growing demand for this
type of pet food. The company says it plans to purchase a
patty maker, food dehydrator and a walk-in freezer.
Totally Raw Pet Food operates out of a 4,500-sq.-ft. facility
that includes a retail storefront. According to Totally Raw, its
meat is human grade and supplied by federally or provincially
inspected abattoirs. The family-owned company was established in 2003.
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> Mondi, a packaging and paper supplier, says

> Petfood Industry magazine released

it’s expanding its U.S. capability to produce

its updated Top Pet Food Companies

> This month Chilliwack, BC-based Petcurean

premium flat-bottom bags for food and pet

database in May. Among the top performing

launched its Uplift the Underdogs Contest, an

food. The company

companies were some Canadian businesses:

online competition open to all rescue groups

says its expanded

Champion Petfoods, Elmira Pet Products,

and animal shelters in Vancouver and Toronto

manufacturing capacity

Petcurean Pet Nutrition, and PLB

and their surrounding areas. The contest high-

and new equipment will

International.

lights the need to adopt dogs that are less

be fully operational by

likely to get adopted due to age, appearance or

later in 2018.

> Vancouver-based Hempco Food and Fiber

other issues. Rescue organizations and shelters

Inc. has signed a distribution agreement
> Vancouver-based

deserving dogs for the chance to win a lifetime

Pivot Pharmaceuticals

Veterinary Supplies for Hempco’s Praise line

supply of Petcurean’s GO! Solutions food for the

Inc. says it is

of hemp animal supplements for the canine

winning dog and a 500 lb. donation of pet food

developing several

and equine markets. Through Kane Vet,

to the shelter or rescue group.

cannabidiol (CBD)

Hempco will have access to 1,900 pet stores

products for the domestic pet food market.

that carry products supplied by Kane Vet.

photo: CNW Group/Petcurean

were asked to submit the details of their most

with Cambridge, Ont.-based Kane

The company will use its “patented Readyto-Infuse-Cannabis powder to manufacture

> California-based Barkstrong LLC has

and commercialize capsules and sachets

acquired Wild Calling! Pet Foods, which

to deliver bio-available CBD to pets.” The

manufactures free-range culture and

product line will be marketed under the

high-quality nutritional products that are

brand Pivot Naturals for Pets and will target

all-natural and grain-free. The company’s

indications such as joint pain, inflammation,

products are found throughout Western

post-surgical pain and skin disorders.

Canada and the Western U.S.

New products
Consumer

Manufacturing

Petcurean of Chilliwack, BC has launched freeze-dried meal mixers

Dynatrol introduces CL-10DJ Bulk Solids Level Detectors for dry

for dogs. The meal mixers are made with nutritional and functional

pet foods. The company says signals from the Dynatrol DJ Level

ingredients and help support common pet health issues. The new

Detector operate a single pole double throw relay within the control

GO! Solutions Meal Mixer lineup features Digestive Health Turkey

unit. The relay contacts can be used to actuate an auger, sound

Meal Mixer, Hip & Joint Support Pork Meal Mixer, Skin & Coat

alarms or signal operators regarding the status of pet food

Care Salmon Meal Mixer, and Weight Control Turkey Meal Mixer.

in bins, silos, mixers or pelletizers. The unit has no

Functional ingredients in the line include freeze-dried pork, turkey,

moving parts, gaskets or seals to

salmon, whole cranberries and blueberries, New Zealand green

deteriorate, and is made from high-

mussels and pumpkin. According to Petcurean, the freeze-drying

strength stainless steel. They do

process locks in nutrition by removing water from fresh meats,

not require any field calibration

fruits and vegetables. The Meal Mixer line is free of grains and

before installation.

gluten and has zero corn, wheat, soy, by-products, added growth

www.dynatrolusa.com

hormones, antibiotics, artificial colours, flavours or preservatives.
www.petcurean.com

Frutarom Food Protection Division has launched SubSTAR, a line
of customized formulations for salmon oil oxidation management

photo: CNW Group/Petcurean

in pet foods. Oils from fatty fish are one of the best sources of the
omega-3 fatty acids EPA and DHA, and more pet food companies
are adding them to their products. However, these fatty acids
are unstable and oxidize quickly, turning rancid, meaning they
can change the taste, colour and quality of the pet food product.
SubSTAR can help protect salmon oil from oxidation, improve its
stability, maintain its colour and preserve its flavour and nutritional
profile. It’s available in liquid or powder form, is reliable at low
concentrations, and is customized for pet food manufacturing.
www.frutarom.com
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Direct
to

market
Pet food processors are benefiting from
consumer interest in online retailing
— By Doug Burn —

photo: GettyImages/photka

O

nline purchases of pet food have surged since 2015
and are expected to double within the next four
years. Brick-and-mortar retailers are losing market share but may not see a reduction in revenue as
shoppers trade up to super-premium brands. Profit
margins, however, will be squeezed by the downward pressure on
prices from online competitors. That means consumers will expect
that the premium prices charged by specialty pet retailers will need to
be earned through upgraded service offerings.
According to market research firm Packaged Facts, the internet held
seven per cent of the U.S. retail channel sales for pet food and 15 per
cent for pet supplies in 2016. In the same year, according to Euromonitor International, the internet held 2.5 per cent of Canadian retail sales
of pet food. Packaged Facts reports that online sales of pet products
in the U.S. last year totalled nearly US$6.3 billion “and that figure is
expected to easily double by 2022.” In turn, Euromonitor estimates the
value of pet foods sold online in Canada to be worth $63.5 million in
2017, up from $50 million in 2016 and $38 million in 2015.
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The Cracked Wall

Our Retail Partners

Until last year there was a clear distinction between
super-premium pet food brands sold almost exclusively through pet specialty stores and mass market
brands sold in supermarkets and large merchandisers. In its U.S. Pet Market Outlook, 2018-2019
report released in April, Packaged Facts explains:
“With its virtual marketplace, e-commerce is
pounding away at the already cracked wall between
pet specialty and mass channels and accelerating
the trend of mass premiumization.”
The current wave began in June 2017 with J.M.
Smucker bringing its super premium Nature’s
Recipe brand to major retailers nationwide in the
U.S. Two months later Blue Buffalo expanded distribution of one product line — BLUE Life Protection Formula (LPF) — to major U.S. supermarket
chains. John Gibbons of Pet Business Professor
explains that pet specialty retailers are pioneers in
trying new products, but the mass market wants
only proven winners. But when a brand like Blue
Buffalo, for example, develops a proven winner
it’s in the interests of both the manufacturer and
retailer to broaden distribution.
Pet food can be a great traffic builder for mass
merchandisers. In announcing its acquisition of
super-premium pet food maker Ainsworth Pet
Nutrition in April, J.M. Smucker pointed out that
“pet food and pet snacks has become the largest center-of-the-store category in the U.S. food and beverage market, generating over $30 billion in annual
retail sales across all channels, and it remains one of
the fastest-growing categories.”

Many of Canada’s independent pet food makers compete in the super-premium
category and consider pet specialty retailers to be their partners. “Pet specialty
retailers continue to evolve and meet the needs of pet parents,” notes Matt Wilson,
Sales and Marketing manager for FirstMate Pet Foods of North Vancouver. “Our
partners regularly add new services, programs and products that are unique to the
specialty channel, which has helped to fuel the growth of the pet specialty segment.” Adds Christine Maillier, Community Relations manager for Chilliwack,
BC-based Petcurean, “[Pet specialty retailers] have the incredibly valuable opportunity of face-to-face interaction with their customer base, which allows them to
impart their expertise and build trusting, personalized relationships. They can
bring more to the table with value-added initiatives such as in-store events, community dog-walk groups, grooming, doggy daycare, and vet services.”
The particular challenge for pet specialty retailers, says David Sprinkle of
Packaged Facts, is that the demographic most attuned to online shopping —
the young, urban and affluent consumers — also happens
to be the demographic that shops specialty pet retailers and
buys super-premium pet food.
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Barriers to Online
According to Nielsen Canada, the four
principal reasons people give for not grocery shopping online are:
2. They are concerned about freshness and expiration dates.
3. They’re concerned that deliveries may happen when they are not at home.
4. Browsing online for products is too time consuming.
Isabel Morales, Consumer Insights manager for Nielsen Canada, explains
that Canada lags the U.S. in online shopping because
our small and scattered population “makes delivery
outside urban centres more difficult and expensive.”

photo: GettyImages/AldanNa

1. They prefer to examine the product before purchasing.

SO MANY CHOICES. ONE SOLUTION.
Reiser is your single source supplier of industry-leading equipment for pet food applications of all sizes. Our wide range of innovative
equipment and technology, along with our talented team of Application Specialists, allows us to deliver reliable, proven solutions that
will improve your line and your product. Our team will work with you every step of the way – from formulation to processing to production
to packaging. Contact us today. You’ll find that Reiser supplies the best solutions.
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Online Marketing

More Options

“The market is at a stage where no serious marketer
can afford not to be well represented online, whether
via a proprietary direct-selling website, a third-party
seller, or a combination of the two,” says Sprinkle.
The websites of Canada’s pet food makers, including
the independents, typically include a store locator to
direct consumers to the nearest retailer carrying their
brands, and some offer links to third-party sites that
will ship direct to consumers.
Online shopping, however, is a secondary consideration for many websites. Most supplement product
information with photos and videos of their production facilities and processes, history of their company, advice for pet parents and FAQs. “Our biggest source of online interaction with customers is
through social media, which is rapidly becoming a
customer care forum through either private messaging or comments on our posts,” says Maillier.

The market share losses for pet specialty retailers appear to be concentrated
among the big box stores that require a separate trip. “In the 1990s people
flocked to the superstores for great prices and great selection,” explains Gibbons, “but today people don’t have the time to shop a 60,000-sq.-ft. store.
And face it, for selection, no one can build a store as big as the internet.”
Brick-and-mortar stores are offering services like click-and-collect and
home delivery in order to compete with online purchases, and Amazon,
with its acquisition of Whole Foods, offers a hybrid online/brick-and-mortar option for grocery deliveries including pet food. Sprinkle also suggests
subscription services, as delivery costs can be minimized if pet parents consistently order the same pet food in the same quantities.

In the U.S. pet food prices have declined in three of the last four years,
including last year when they fell 1.1 per cent. In Canada, prices for pet
food and supplies were growing by three to four per cent annually, but
last year grew by only 0.9 per cent. According to Nielsen Canada, Canadian spending on pet food and treats for the 52 weeks ended March 3 was
unchanged from the previous period at $1.2 billion (excluding online and
pet specialty retailers), while volume was up two per cent to 480 million
units, indicating a two-per-cent decline in the average price paid.
Gibbons attributes the price decline to both smart phone-enabled comparison shopping in the brick-and-mortar channel and to online shopping.
“Once people find the specialty pet food that’s right for their pet they look
for the cheapest,” notes Gibbons. “And they typically find that online, and
[many sites] offer free delivery.” Pet parents do appreciate value-added services, but retailers will need to earn their patronage because the price markup will be well known.

photo: GettyImages/cynoclub

No serious marketer can afford
not to be well represented online,
whether via a proprietary directselling website, a third-party seller,
or a combination of the two.”

The Price/Profit Squeeze
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PACKAGING

Augmenting consumers’ reality
Yvonne Dick
ackaging add-ons such as
augmented reality have
been around for a few years.
Quick Response (QR) codes
date back to 1994 and the
Japanese auto industry. As
smartphones became available, manufacturers began adding bonus material
to their products. Scan the QR, and you
might be directed to nutritional information, an order page, or an interactive
component such as a contest or game.
Even before customers were invited to
experience more through product QR
codes on their smartphones, companies
designed promotional options to engage
consumers. Attaching sample sizes to a
product, having customers collect barcodes to get T-shirts, or putting a toy in
a cereal box are all ways of changing the
reality of the consumer experiencing the
product. Augmented reality (AR) is just
one of the new ways of achieving this.
AR on packaging can encompass many
things, including sun-activated ink or
thermochromic ink. Photochromatic ink
causes parts of a product to glow in the
dark, while thermoregulated ink enables
the product — a can of cola for example
— to change colour when the liquid
reaches optimal drinking temperature.
Last year Heineken debuted its interactive beer bottle prototype, Ignite, at the
Milan Design Fair. The interactive bottle
featured microsensors and networked
connections, allowing it to sparkle and
display graphics each time a consumer
took a sip. It could also present music
and lights when placed near other
Heineken Ignite bottles.
For high tech which doesn’t break the
bank, there is also smartphone-related AR.
Manufacturers can have their products

interact with complimentary apps offering
value-added customer experience. According to Martin Fisher, president of Sherpa
Marketing, “A visual marker is activated
when you allow the camera to scan the
product using the app. This triggers the
app and guides the user to further activity.
For example, our 19 Crimes wine label
will show you the wine bottle label, which
you can view in the app, and on the label
are the stories of the 19 Crimes wine, and
people behind the stories.”
Viewing added content through the
app, consumers can experience a near
virtual reality depending only on the
intended use and product. For instance,
some of Fisher’s work has included
educational materials, such as maps or
360˚ views of rooms. Walk through one
point and become transported to another
location, another experience. Though the
technology is smart, “The label needs a
design which the camera can recognize,”
says Fisher. “Because there is such finite
space on food packaging, this is where
the value of augmented reality comes.”
Fisher also cites apps which are already
being used as examples the food industry
could follow. There are university apps,
for instance, in which the president of
the institution might greet you via a
hologram-like image and talk to you
about enrolling. Other educational apps
allow users to walk with their phone
through 3D spheres to journey along with
a famous traveller.
Current uses for AR in the food and
beverage industry are to link products
to their recipes (like Bombay Sapphire),
or to promote design and share-yourbottle concepts (like Coke). Other AR
links allow the consumer to step inside a
professional kitchen and receive instruc-

Bombay Sapphire uses AR to link customers
to recipes.

tions from a chef who incorporates the
product you have scanned into a recipe.
Fisher says the technology for AR
has been around for about a decade. So
what stopped it from taking off sooner?
The average consumer did not own a
phone powerful enough to deliver the
full experience pleasingly. With powerful
new smartphones, says Fisher, consumers
aren’t tethered in place, and can view and
share AR information as they make their
purchase decisions at retail.
While it can be difficult to prove the
cost benefits of using AR on consumer
packaging, it has shown to be a useful
marketing tool. Consumers respond
positively to the new and technological,
mainly if it includes something extra for
them. Typically an AR app linked to a
product will show a video and 3D objects,
and is customized to the product. Wine
company apps, for instance, may show the
proper glasses according to the bottle of
wine selected, a video tour of the vineyard
with the proprietor, or other informational content such as wine pairings. Most
of the AR currently requested by companies reflects unique ways of both educating and engaging customers.
Products with AR technology are as
shelf-safe as any other. You do not need
to put an expiry date on an augmented
reality experience once you have created
it — and no expiry marketing may often
be the best type of all.
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IN BRIEF
> Humber College’s School of Hospitality, Recreation and Tourism

Student wins gold!

The Skills Ontario Competition is
Canada’s largest skilled trade and
technology competition. The 2018
event for Secondary and Post SecondStefanie Francavilla
ary students took place May 7 to 9,
where students competed for gold, silver and bronze medals,
plus a monetary award. The top winners also have an opportunity to compete at the Skills Canada National Competition and
could go on to compete at the WorldSkills Competition.
In the Baking competition this year Stefanie Francavilla
from Humber College’s Baking and Pastry Arts Management
Diploma program took home gold; Emilie Smith from Durham College of Applied Arts and Technology won silver; and
Hannah Hickmott of Fanshawe College of Applied Arts and
Technology won bronze.

hosted the Canadian Culinary Federation’s Central Region
Culinary Challenge. The winners included Humber College
students Alexander Delgado, who won first place, and Kelly
Schmidt Balbinot David, who took second place. Third place
went to Patt Emanuelle Carvalho of Centennial College. The
competition required students to prepare one main dish for four
people in 60 minutes. Five judges then scored the dishes based
on cooking skills, food presentation and overall taste.
> Culinary students at George
Brown College recently took part
in a live cook-off creating Global
Street Food. During the event
students worked to create dishes
including at least one Nestlé
Professional MINOR’S Base or
MINOR’S Flavour Concentrate.
Taking the top spots were
An Hoang (first) for Chicken

Seafront Fish Market earns MSC
Toronto’s Seafront Fish Market has
become Canada’s first Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) certified specialty
fishmonger. The MSC program means
the company’s products are fully traceable from ocean to plate, and are certified wild and sustainable. Seafront Fish
Market now offers a wide variety of
MSC-certified species including cod,
haddock, halibut, live lobster, orange
roughy, Patagonian toothfish, pickerel,
salmon, scallops and swordfish.

Karaage Banh Xeo; Urmil
Rathod (second) for Bread
Pakora; and Youngyup Chang
(third) for Spicy Chipotle
Octopus with Gimgaru Couscous
and Baby Salad.
> Yasuhiro Fujio from Japan is the S.Pellegrino Young Chef
Chilean Seabass with
Spring Succotash with
Asparagus, Peas, Wild
Leeks, and Crème Fraiche
with Lemon Honey.

2018 champion. All participants went through three competitive
culinary rounds before a Grand Jury that included industry
professionals Virgilio Martínez, Margarita Forés, Brett Graham,
Annie Féolde, Dominique Crenn, Ana Roš and Paul Pairet. Canada
was represented by Benjamin Mauroy-Langlais with his dish
Spring in Kamouraska, which featured smoked eel and celeriac.

This month Barilla Canada held its semifinal pasta competition in Toronto to
determine who will represent Canada at
the Barilla Pasta World Masters in Milan,
Italy in October. Among the four Toronto
Barilla Pasta Capellini
and Sea Urchin
chefs who competed, chef Angela Villalta
with PEI Mussels.
from L’Unita won for her Capellini and Sea
Urchin with PEI Mussel dish. Villalta will go on to compete in
Italy against 17 other chefs from around the world. The aim of the
competition is to showcase a mastery of pasta, and this year’s theme
is Eat Positive. This is the seventh annual World Pasta Master competition, and the second one in which Canada has competed.
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> Joseph Tran of Victoria’s Inn at Laurel Point in B.C. won gold
and the Fulgence Charpentier Trophy at the 2017 La Chaîne des
Rôtisseurs Jeunes Chefs (Young Chefs) Rôtisseurs Competition
held in Ottawa last fall. The silver medal went to Vancouver’s
Nathan Sundeen of Boulevards Kitchen & Oyster Bar, while
the bronze went to Calgary’s David Ryc of The Fairmont Banff
Springs. Winnipeg’s Darnell Banman of the St. Charles Golf
Country Club was recognized for having the highest kitchen score
and received the Chef Paul Mastalir Award for Kitchen Excellence
along with a Wüsthof Knife attaché set. Tran will represent
Canada at the 42nd Annual Concours International des Jeunes
Chefs Rôtisseurs, to be held in Taiwan in September 2018.

photo: Nestlé Professional

All the pastabilities!

A Culinary Odyssey

Cured Salmon with Cedar and
Horseradish Mousse, Yukon Gold
Potato “Clam,” Asparagus with
Pea Purée, Radish and Blue Crab
Salad, and Wild Rice Glass.

Canada wins silver
in Mexico, on the road
to the Bocuse d’Or

T

By John Placko

he Canadian Culinary Federation (CCF), together with the Bocuse
d’Or Canada campaign, is thrilled to report that Canada has won
second place at the Bocuse d’Or continental semi-finals of the
world’s toughest chef competition.
Waterloo, Ont.-born chef Trevor Ritchie of George Brown College, supported by commis Jenna Reich from Cafe Belong, wowed
the panel of Michelin star judges with dishes that included Canadian ice cider, Acadian caviar, Ontario apples, British Columbia
clams, wild rice, chaga mushroom, side stripe prawn, Yukon potato, Canadian cedar and
Quebec foie gras. The team won silver right behind the 2017 winner Team U.S.A.
Over two days, 11 teams from the Americas — comprising candidates, their commis
and coach — had five hours and 35 minutes to showcase their talents, passion and professionalism. They had to prove their excellence during two tests: the “theme on platter” and
the “theme on plate.” For the “theme on platter” the chefs created a dish of the mandatory
ingredients of suckling pig and one or more of the following mandatory berries: raspberry,
strawberry, blackberry and blueberry. For the “theme on plate,” the teams were challenged
to prepare a whole salmon with crab meat.
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Trevor Ritchie competed against 10 other countries in Mexico City to
secure Canada’s place at the final competition in Lyon, France in January
2019. The top five teams progressing to the finals in Lyon are the U.S., Canada, Argentina, Brasil and Chile.
The magnificent platter and cloches used by Team Canada were designed
and produced by Luigi Ferrara and Sina Zarabi of George Brown College,
based on the theme of “A drop of water…” The design concept for the platter
and cloches is derived from the culture of the people who built and are building Canada: inviting, sharing, supportive, diverse yet harmonious. The form of
the platter emulates a drop of water on a lake and the ripple it creates, capturing one of the most tranquil and beautiful moments you can experience in a
Canadian natural setting. Elements of the platter highlight distinctive features
of our country. The garnishes on the outer ring recall the diversity, equality and
harmony which underpin Canadian society; each meat portion is raised on five
arms shaped like rib bones exhibiting the exertion of team work; and there are
three detachable small trays on the platter which recall hockey pucks and/or
cranberry farming ponds hinting at our culture and cuisine.
Leading up to the Mexico competition, team manager Thomas Delannoy organized a sampling session of Ritchie’s dishes for an influential group
of chefs at Toronto’s George Brown College, drawing attendees like Jamie
Kennedy (Canada’s first Bocuse d’Or candidate in 1987), Jason Bangerter,
Marc Lepine, JP Challet and Briana Kim. James Olberg, Canada’s 2017
candidate, supported Trevor in Mexico as coach, and George Brown College
head honcho John Higgins lent his experience and knowledge as part of the
esteemed panel of judges in Mexico. “I have to say I am extremely proud
to have been asked to participate with Team Bocuse Canada,” says Hig-

Terrine of Suckling Pig with Walnuts and Morels, Boudin Noir and
Cranberry Confit, Roasted Belly and Mustard Greens, Braised Salsify
and Truffle Foie Gras Tartelette and Apple.
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Trevor Ritchie and Jenna Reich

gins. “So what did I learn? This is a group of young
culinary professionals who have no egos. Their No.
1 goal is to have Canada on the podium in Lyon.
Canada got respect in Mexico City because this team
has no ‘I.’ It’s team Canada.”
Earlier this year, Team Canada revealed its fresh
vision and high-profile advisory board to ensure a place
for Canada on the podium in the long term. Though
there is still a lot to be done to bring home the gold, the
necessary foundation has been laid to boost awareness
of the Bocuse d’Or brand, something that is needed
to draw the financial support of sponsors. “It’s not the
lack of talent but a lack of continuity that has kept
Canada off the top 10,” explains Delannoy. “We’re
excited about the next phase of our plan, which will
bring new services but also learning opportunities for
up-and-coming as well as established Canadian
chefs. Ultimately, Bocuse d’Or is about empowering, growing, transmitting and showcasing
what we know and who we are.”
One of the key challenges any team
encounters is having the funds to compete on the international stage. The team
welcomes any individual or company interested in being a supporter or sponsor. Current
sponsors and supporters include Rougié, Cacao
Barry, Chefs Hat Inc., Gaspor, Acadian Sturgeon and
Caviar, Dick knives, George Brown College, Garland Canada, Cedarlane Culinary, Les Dependancies,
Powder for Texture and The Brand Shop.
John Placko is culinary director for the Modern Culinary
Academy. Contact him at johneplacko@gmail.com

Recipe to Retail

The Point of Difference
How to stand out from competitors

w

Birgit Blain

photo: Quality-illustrations /Getty Images & Alenast /Getty Images

ith the glut of food products in North America,
it’s not easy to stand out
and be noticed by consumers. Instead
it’s often the powerful global giants that
shout the loudest that get the attention.
Where does that leave smaller brands?
Marketing experts preach that brands
need a “point of difference” (POD) that
sets them apart from their competitors,
in order to improve prospects for commercial success. I’ll go one step further to
say that the point of difference must be
meaningful to the target customer.

Sharpening the point
A POD can be based on various aspects
of a product such as features, benefits,
ingredients, manufacturing process,
packaging and price. Then there are
“intangible” points of difference that
cannot be perceived by the senses, such
as brand prestige and social missions.
They have a psychological effect that
makes buyers feel better in some way.
Satisfying an unmet consumer need is
a powerful POD, although it is challenging to achieve. It is often associated
with game-changing innovation but may
require considerable consumer education.
When deciding on a POD, more is
not necessarily better. Having more than
one point of difference can dilute the key
message and reason to buy.

benefit or value compared to the
competition. Often, untruthful and
misleading claims are made that do
not comply with food regulations.
Examples of questionable or poor
PODs:
»» A “quality” statement: Not
only is “quality” widely used,
its meaning is subjective.
»» Gluten-free honey: Honey does
not normally contain gluten.
»» A special packaging feature that
does not perform as promised.

Is it too different or
ahead of its time?
I’ve heard brand owners say “there’s
nothing like this in the market today.”
But sometimes there’s a reason for that.
It could be a novel taste that consumers
aren’t ready for, an expensive manufacturing process, or an ingredient that’s
difficult to source. Truly unique products
often have a slow rate of trial because
consumers don’t understand the benefits.

The right mix
Note that a POD on its own is not
enough to optimize sales. Taste is of
primary importance to consumers,
followed closely by price, features,
benefits, consistent quality, food
safety and effective packaging.
Points of parity, which are the opposite
of points of difference, also factor into
the mix. It means that product attributes
that consumers expect must be equal
to or better than the competition.
Having the right combination
of all these “ingredients” is part
of the foundation for building
a sustainable brand.

As a packaged foods specialist,
Birgit Blain transforms food into retailready products. Her experience includes
17 years with Loblaw Brands and
President’s Choice. Contact her at
Birgit@BBandAssoc.com or learn
more at www.BBandAssoc.com

Put it to the test
Use these 10 questions to gauge the strength of your point of
difference. The more “yes” answers, the better.
 Does the POD deliver a superior taste experience compared to competitive products?
 Does it solve a common problem or pain point that no other brand does?
 Is it difficult for competitors to duplicate?
 Is it simple for the target customer to understand?
 Does it motivate the target customer to purchase the product?
 Are claims compliant with Health Canada food safety and labelling regulations?

Is it dubious?
Brand owners often “grasp at straws”
to find a differentiator. A POD is
questionable when there is no noticeable improvement in taste, added

 Is the price within the range of competitive products?
 If it costs more, is the target customer willing to pay the premium?
 Does the POD apply to a portfolio of products?
 Is it sustainable and profitable for the business over the long term?
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product showcase

IFT18 preview

Flour collection
Ardent Mills is a flour-milling and ingredient company offering

The Institute of Food Technologists’ (IFT) annual event and

organic flours, whole grains, customized blends and specialty

food expo, IFT18: A Matter of Science + Food, takes place

products. The company will highlight Great Plains Quinoa,

in Chicago from July 15 to 18. IFT says it’s expecting 1,200

Ultragrain Organic, Sustagrain barley, Ancient and Heirloom

exhibitors and more than 23,000 attendees to the food expo

Wheats and Sprouted flours. Booth: S1017 www.ardentmills.com

and conference, which offers 100 different scientific sessions.
Food in Canada looks at some of the innovative products and

Good-for-you starch

services that will be there.

Grain Processing Corp will showcase its MALTRIN product line,
which includes maltodextrins and corn syrup solids plus tapioca

Gut & immune health

maltodextrins and tapioca syrup solids. Also on display will be
the PURE-COTE line of specialty starches, including PURE-COTE

Kerry will highlight GanedenBC30, a patented

coating/film-forming starches, INSCOSITY instant starches,

probiotic ingredient that is highly stable and

PURE-GEL stabilized starches, PURE-SET thin-boiling starches and

remains viable through most manufacturing

PURE-DENT unmodified and specialty starches. Booth: S2417

processes. Another ingredient is Wellmune,

www.grainprocessing.com

a natural yeast beta glucan that can help
strengthen the immune system.

Fruit, veg & herbs

Booth: S2213 www.kerry.com

Van Drunen Farms will showcase its premium fruit, vegetable,

Nutritious support

herb and specialty ingredients, both organic and conventional.
The company uses freeze-drying, drum-drying, infusing and

ADM/Matsutani LLC is showcasing

individually quick-freezing processes. Booth: S3644

Fibersol, a line of soluble prebiotic

www.vandrunenfarms.com

dietary fibre ingredients. The lineup
of products offers support for

One-stop shopping

nutrition, weight management, sugar

Caldic provides specialized,

reduction, satiety and gut health.

made-to-order solutions,

The non-GMO products are available

including sourcing, R&D,

in dry, liquid and an agglomerated

processing, warehousing

powder format. Booth: S2002

and distribution. Caldic will

www.matsutaniamerica.com

showcase brands such as

All-in-one service

Promase Dough Conditioners,
Dadex Antioxidants, Daedol

Professional Ingredients represents manufacturers of ingredients for

Release Agents, and Vegetol

food processing. The company offers ingredient marketing, sales and

Oil and Oil Blends. Booth:

service to clients procuring ingredients or developing new products.

S2458 www.caldic.com

New from Professional Ingredients is Milne Fruit Products, 100-percent all-natural, whole fruit pieces with no added sugars, flavours,

Custom & natural

colours or preservatives. www.proingredients.com

Bonnie & Don Flavours Inc.

Colours from nature

can create custom natural
flavouring solutions for

Advertisers’
index

Roha USA LLC produces natural and synthetic colours for food and

bakery, beverage, dairy, sweet

beverages. The company will highlight its Natracol colours such as

goods and savoury products.

Natracol Beta-carotene 10% Red Emulsion, which provides a bright

The company is GFSI

shade range from pink to red. It’s ideal for yogurt-based products and

accredited, nut-free, kosher,

Reiser......................................PG. 23, 29

ice cream. The company also offers Natracol Noble, which provides

organic and halal certified.

RoHa........................................PG. 40

shades of yellow, orange and two different reds, making it perfect for

Booth: S0620

dairy and desserts. Booth: S4678 www.roha.com

www.bdflavours.com
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Maintenance Engineering

Maintenance Engineering: Robotics
Speeding up production increases profits, jobs
Yvonne Dick

W

hen designing a processing
and or warehouse system
for their products, food
industry companies are turning to
robotic technology to streamline their
manufacturing. We already know the
impact computer technology has had on
global enterprise. How can integrating
robotic systems into a plant or warehouse
further revolutionize the way Canadian
food companies do business?
Robots in warehouse and
manufacturing roles can assist their
human counterparts with keeping an
assembly line or stocking system running
smoothly. Most are familiar with ‘paint
robots,’ which would apply paint to
metal parts. Pairing computer intelligence
with robotic technology has resulted in a
host of other practical uses for robotics.
Consider for example, Collaborative
Robot, Robot Controllers, Robot
Software, Vision Products, Simulation
Software, robo-machine, SCARA robots
and ZDT (zero downtime) connections.
Various forms of robotics have been
used in food production for decades. It is
not the sort of robotics you can imagine
which would create a self-driving car.
Dedicated robotic machines often work
best, traditionally in assembly lines. It is
the type of machine/computer-controlled
robot system capable of dispensing,
placing food items precisely onto
packaging and folding plastics or paper
around the food – such as packaged
butter. Casing foods, such as sausage, can
also be done by robotics. There are many
more uses for robotics on an assembly
line in a food-manufacturing warehouse.

Peter Fitzgerland of FANUC Canada
explains the differences between
primary and secondary robotics in food
industry use.
“The primary side is the newer
technology. This is things like how to
approach tasks such as automating a
harvest of fruit and vegetables. Pilot
projects are occurring with robots
learning how to find the fruit it
harvests, determine if it is ripe, and deal

“Robots are being used so
that human workers can
take on more vital roles. ”
with different dimensions. Fruit and
vegetables of a single harvest can be
different mass, shape, and size. Using
Hyperspectral analysis, robots view
fruit through different wavelengths to
determine if a product is ripe or not.
Some mobility will also be necessary for
automating harvesting.”
The secondary side of robotics in
the food industry has been around for
decades, says Fitzgerald. He references
machinery such as packaging, highspeed processing, and other commonly
used warehouse robotics. This includes
machinery that can handle a variety of
weights from ½ KG to 100 KG.
“This is ergonomics,” he says, “Robots
are being used so that human workers
can take on more vital roles.”

Picking and placing fruit and vegetables
by robotic optical sensors is another
example of new and well-known robotic
technology. Parts and technology
similar to a 3D printer are used in
bakeries. Conveyer belts allow for mass
amounts of automated cake decorating
in bakeries. They can roll along from
eight feet to 82 feet a minute depending
on the manufacturer’s needs. Robots
that can wash themselves, other robots,
and their accompanying parts are now
available. This ensures the highest food
safety standards are kept and can reduce
downtime for companies.
“Smarter” robotics in the food
industry are also being introduced. A
new wave of technology for robotics in
the food and beverage industry includes
robots that can provide intelligent
quality control. Some systems use a
method known as fuzzy logic. Robotic
companies encourage the networking
of manufacturing and packaging
equipment. A ZDT connection from
robots to robotic company allow for
instant monitoring of problems and
troubleshooting as well as repair before
an issue even occurs. Existing technology,
connected via Industry 4.0 or the
IoT (Internet of things), is currently
advanced enough to be the next wave
of robotic innovation and technology,
according to Fitzgerald.
“In Canada we are fortunate, we have
a highly educated workforce. Robotics
can help companies make use of that
to compete in the global market. This
will actually create more jobs for human
workers rather than less.”.
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(L-R) Asim Qureshi and Karim Kanji,
co-CEOs of OneWorld Foods.

OneWorld Foods
Scarborough, Ont.
Deanna Rosolen

C

hicken Tikka Pizza. Bombaystyle Masala Pizza. All Beef
Masala Burger. Tandoori
Lasagna. Italian-style Mortadella. These
are just a few of the culturally diverse fusion meals produced by OneWorld Foods
and co-CEOs Asim Qureshi and Karim
Kanji. The products are sold under the
company’s two brands, Tandoori Oven
and OneWorld Halal.
While their products cross culinary cultures, the company’s origins are distinctly
Canadian. Located in the Greater Toronto
Area, were a multitude of different ethnic
cuisines exist harmoniously, the company
offers a mix of traditional and modern
products, with some very tasty results.
Qureshi and Kanji launched the
company in 2013 after almost two
years of research and development. “We
thought the existing South Asian food
in the retail space didn’t represent our
communities both in terms of branding
and quality,” says Qureshi. “We thought
somebody has to do better. And if no
one else can, why don’t we?” It helped
that both Qureshi and Kanji came from
entrepreneurial families with experience
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in the food industry – Qureshi’s family
operates a meat shop, and Kanji’s family
owned an egg farm.
The two years of R&D paid off, and
when Qureshi and Kanji took samples
of their products to Grocery Innovations Canada they made an impression
with their high-quality, fresh marinated
tandoori chicken, and their brand, Tandoori Oven. Longo’s gave them their first
orders at the show.
OneWorld Foods uses an Ontario copacker to make its products – something
that was a strategic decision. It allowed the
pair to focus on their strengths, explains
Qureshi, including marketing, branding
and working with their community. “We
chose [a co-packer] because it made sense
to us,” adds Kanji. “A strong part of our
growth has been because of our strong
partnerships. Our co-packing relationship
is a lot more integrated. We innovate and
develop new products with them.”
Today the company has 10 employees
and produces more than 20 SKUs that are
found in major banners across Canada,
including at FreshCo, Longo’s, Walmart
and Sobeys. It also recently signed with a
U.S. distributor.
Qureshi and Kanji say there are other
projects in the pipeline. “We feel we’re just
at the tip of the iceberg,” says Kanji. “We
see the lack of innovation in the market
and the opportunities to grow.”

Q&A
Q: To what do you attribute
your success?

A: Qureshi: “We’re not everything to
everyone. We’ve been very clear about
our vision and what we stand for. It goes
back to our brand and logo, about being
modern and progressive, our branding
artwork, our marketing efforts. We sell
quality ingredients. And we’re filling in
the convenience factor. We listen to our
consumers and make adjustments. We
believe in this market and our strategy.
We’re not going to sell out to produce
more cheaply and sell more. Sticking to
that core has really helped us.”

Q: What challenges did you face?
A: Kanji: “We were a much smaller
player than some of the behemoths out
there in the market. If you walk down
the fresh section of a grocery store,
there’s not a lot of real estate there.
And we were all of a sudden trying to
push our way in. We also didn’t have the
deep pockets to secure the space. And
nobody knew us. Just getting a simple
meeting with a buyer at a retailer was
not an easy task.”
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